
The Making of a Pop Star & Concert (Zaina Juliette)
with Talent Search | China vs USA

The concept:   A interactive TV show The Making of a Pop Star & Concert Tour on TV / China vs 
America  (everyone wins) Narrated by Zaina Juliette, The Artist of the first season.

Zaina Juliette a unique Entertainer with a unique stage show.  Zaina is a Artist that is not just a Artist 
but a actress, TV Host, Producer, Choreographer and with a background in theater and film. The 
challenge is to create a show that can show the elements of Zaina's talent and vision in the end 
producing and televising Zaina's Concert with new talent unlike anyone has done before. Music meets 
theatrics.  First stop is China. With the help of Sharon Spark, representing the China Market and the 
release of Zaina's songs and marketing in China. 

All participants and Cast of the show characters will be developed during the show as with all TV 
shows. The audience will get to know the characters which will make the end Concert so exciting.

The competition will not just be all about performing, but added fun games on the side which will add 
fun and excitement to the audience and their interactive participation and voting via phone, internet and
possibly Netflix.

A Big part of the show is the Producer and Zaina's Team “G1” not just find the opening act, but to 
create it. Bethesda Productions and Zaina Juliette will search for singers to create the next China boy 
band. After the build of Zaina Juliette shows with the Next China boy band. The next in line will be 
The making of the Boy Band Concert, with new contest for their Concert and to find the Next opening 
Act/Artist.

All talent will compete for the opportunity to be apart of the Big Concert.  The talent establishes a fan-
base and therefore their popularity grows by becoming a contestant on the show and possibly being 
apart of the Big Show.

During the show, the audience will at times get to see behind the scenes, the drama, the work, and the 
celebrities that come into Bethesda's Keyes Studio.  Zaina will have a Spotlight moment where she and 
Nathaniel Keyes spotlight different celebrities at times with an interview on what it took for them to 
achieve their success. At times they will also make the appearance for the contestants.

The feel: Popular TV Show “Empire meets, Making of The Band & American Idol with The Zaina 
Juliette Show all with an end game. The Big Concert Tour.
Positive, Fun, How different we are all the same, Unity, Love, Intense, Worldly

A reality show / Contest. 

Zaina Juliette Artist/Entertainer/TV Host Journey to stardom. Music & Concert Producer, CEO of 
Bethesda Entertainment & Hitz Rekordz,  Nathaniel Keyes and the entire Bethesda team behind the 
scenes. 

The mission is to set up the entire concert, music release and cast the talent both behind the scene and 
on stage through a series of auditions and competitions. 



Americans vs Chinese; Behind the scene, Sharon feels that China has more seasons talent as Nate feels 
America has the more seasoned talent. Part of the auditions will be American Talent vs. Chinese Talent.
Sharon will bring in talent from China. This will be a fun part of the show to bring China and America 
together. Team A and Team B - to compete and show the difference in creative styles and how both 
teams are more alike then we imagined. Competing in areas of Music, Dance, Theater, Fashion, Beauty
& Style, Cuisine, Production, Light Techs. Audio Techs, Theater, Comedy.

The A and B team competitions will consist of a variety of fun, creative task, and challenges in each 
category that will help the voters and Judges decide if the talent is ready to go to the next level in the 
entertainment industry. A part of the competitions will also be physical games that will add excitement 
to the show. The games will be indoors and outdoors and will add additional votes and point to the 
contestants.

Winners will get some prizes from our sponsors but the main
objective is to be selected for the G1 TOUR/CONCERT which is
made up of all the talent chosen from the TV show. Some of the talent not chosen for major roles have 
an opportunity to be apart of the show but for smaller roles, however, can work their way up to a 
principal spot on the show.  Also, talent may be offered a Recording Deal by a label or a G1 Label. And
can be the next Artist be featured as “The making of a Pop Star”

Note; In the music business, it is extremely rare for an unknown, unsigned new Artist to open or be 
apart of a major concert. And in most cases, their management/team will have to pay for the new Artist 
to have an opening act spot. 



The G1 Team will take the best talent and create a big Star-maker Concert/Tour that will consist of music and 
dance.  Real Concert events, with the chosen talent/Artist such as Singers, Musicians, Dancers, Lighting 
Technicians, Cooks, Designers, Make-up Artist, Songwriters, Musicians, Audio technicians, etc. Special FX 
creators for the stage backdrop, Set designers and more. All will make up a professional Concert tour without 
any seasoned professionals hands-on under the direction of G1 team and Nathaniel Keyes. This Concert/Tour 
will be another phase of the TV show as a reality show in a sense, that will show how all the talent becomes 
professionals and all the pressure and work that goes on behind the scenes, the ups and the downs.

During the competitive phase of the G1 TV Show, there will be other excerpts,  such as The Zaina Spotlight 
Moments where Zaina will interview Celebrity Guest, and The half-Time performances, the G1 Artist and/or 
Celebrity Artist will perform either to their track or live.  Also attached to the show are two of the hottest Radio 
Personalities and Radio stations, DJ Thump from 88.1 Radio Station.

This program will be a major promotion internationally for all of the talent and sponsors involved. This program 
will also take the talent to a professional level which will set all of their careers off to success.

The G1 team and ZJS will work to bring in the best sponsors for this new show. Included in such sponsors, can 
also be a great concert/showroom venues and Resorts.

Genre: 
Talent Search, Talk Show, Reality Show, Live Entertainment, Music Video, Advert, Documentary, Reality Show.

Target Audience: 
13 to 57.5, male and female / International

Duration: 
1 hour

Character Breakdown: 
Zaina Juliette, TV Host/Recording Artist/Actress, Producer, Songwriter, Entertainer, Artist on the Concert in the 
making.
Nathaniel Keys, Music/Film Producer/Sound Tech./ Co-Host of Zaina Juliette Show/ Concert Promoter, 
Representative of America talent, CEO of Hitz Rekordz & Bethesda Productions
Sharon Park: Entrepreneur, CEO of G1 inc., Representative of China Talent
Tina Turner, CEO of G1, ZTraxx, and ZJS. Artist, Actress, The comedy factor on the show, Judge, apart of Zaina
Juliette live show.
DJ Thump, Popular DJ on Radio 88.1 in Nevada. 
Tony Coleman, apart of the ZJS Team, Music Industry Professional, 

Rationale:
The show idea was based on the TV Show Zaina Juliette & Friends
A Contemporary talk show hosted by Entertainer, Recording Artist, Zaina Juliette, featuring celebrity guests and 
upcoming talent. After a year on the air on The CW Network in Nevada, potential sponsors and their reps, 
executives from China in high positions, and Representative with Bungalo/ Universal who has teamed up with a 
new music and film company Pop Life Global, all believe in Zaina Juliette and her co-host Nathaniel Keys 
talents and would like to take The Zaina Show their concepts to another level. They all teamed up with Zaina 
Juliette Show to create a spin-offs show to air in China and the USA, that will show talent in China and the USA,
to bring China and USA together by competing and joining forces in entertainment.



Requirements:
As of today, Zaina Juliette & Friends (Spotlight) (ZJS) Shows,  are all self-funded and all equipment, gear, 
locations, studio, production have all been in-house with Zaina's small team, The G1 team. All editing was done 
by Zaina Juliette. G1 would like to expand our team by adding an additional camera crew, editor due to Zaina's 
schedule so she can focus on her creativity as an Artist and host.  Zaina will oversee the editing to a certain point
to ensure the creativity remains. A different location to accommodate the crowd, and a sound tech.



3  rd   Proclaimation


